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4 Abstract—Growing interest in emerging IoT applications provides a strong drive to release a plethora of communication radios from

5 different standards, which are largely classified into short-range (IEEE 802.15.4) and long-range radios (IEEE 802.15.4g). In this

6 paper, we propose a joint, self-configuring MAC and routing protocol, SEDA-Net, which aims at adaptively choosing the best

7 configuration for communication coordination and data delivery, depending on different deployed topologies and external conditions.

8 SEDA-Net is a combination of SEDA-MAC, SEDA-Routing, and Cross-Opt. SEDA-MAC and SEDA-Routing adaptively determine

9 the best radio configuration for communication coordination under duty-cycling and each node’s next-hop over which radio and

10 Cross-Opt jointly optimizes inter-coupled MAC and routing in an iterative manner. SEDA-Net differs from prior approaches which are

11 designed with static configurations of radios and/or mainly with the goal of throughput maximization for dual Wi-Fi or Wi-Fi/LTE

12 setups. We implement SEDA-Net on Contiki OS and perform extensive simulations and experiments using a testbed in an office

13 building. This testbed consists of 45 nodes equipped with a commercial platform, Firefly, having 2.4 GHz short-range and 920 MHz

14 long-range radios. We demonstrate that energy efficiency quantified by the network lifetime increases by up to 2.1 times, compared

15 to that of existing approaches.

16 Index Terms—Dual radios, Internet of Things, wireless sensor network, MAC protocol, routing protocol, cross-layer

Ç

17 1 INTRODUCTION

18 WE are now experiencing the emergence of a plethora of
19 new IoT applications in various domains, e.g., envi-
20 ronmental monitoring, surveillance systems, and consumer
21 electronics. They lead a strong drive for a surge of commu-
22 nication radios based on various communication standards
23 with different characteristics. These radios are largely classi-
24 fied into IEEE 802.15.4 [1] at 2.4 GHz1 and IEEE 802.15.4g [2]
25 at sub-GHz, where the former is characterized by short
26 communication range with high data rate, we call short-
27 range radio, and the latter has long communication range
28 with low data rate, we call long-range radio. We also have a
29 list of products combining both standards with dual radios
30 in the market for flexible operation. These are often called
31 dual-radio motes, including Firefly [3], Waspmote [4], and
32 OpenMote B [5], where we choose Firefly (Fig. 1b) in our
33 testbed (see Section 5 for details).
34 Our focus is on a network of IoT nodes with such dual
35 radios. The key design goals for network protocols in IoTs
36 include energy efficiency and self-configuration so as to run
37 systems without frequent battery replacement and cumber-
38 some manual operation. The main advantage of configuring
39 the IoT network with dual radios is that a few long-range
40 connections can dramatically shorten the path among any

41two nodes in the network. In other words, well-configured
42dual-radio networks will have much shorter network dis-
43tance – as the length of paths from data sources to a destina-
44tion dramatically decreases, the energy cost for network
45operation (e.g., caused by long multi-hop delivery) will
46decrease accordingly.
47In terms of a dual-radio node, a popular approach to save
48energy is to switch off the radio as much as possible,
49depending on occasional or periodic data delivery. Two
50energy-saving directions exist as the state-of-the-art solu-
51tions. First, one can install an ultra-low-power (ULP) wake-
52up radio that is always awake and acts as a sentinel [6], [7],
53[8] while a main radio is switched off. This wake-up radio’s
54role is to wake up its associated main radio for wake-up
55calls from other nodes, but it has limited RX sensitivity (i.e.,
56short communication range) for energy efficiency. Second,
57one equips a more “powerful” radio than the ULP wake-up
58radio, but lets it duty-cycled. There exist an extensive array
59of efficient duty-cycling protocols proposed in literature [9],
60[10], [11], [12]. Under this design, a popular choice is to
61adopt a static configuration under which the long-range
62radio is used as the wake-up radio [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] –
63it helps to avoid multi-hop wake-up calls which may make
64the protocol highly complicated.
65Despite the potential advantages of networks with dual
66radios, existing “rigid” solutions do not seem to come from
67fully exploring all design spaces, and thus are often sub-
68optimal. For example, in the second design mentioned ear-
69lier for dual radios, it is clear that statically and globally
70using the long-range radio for a wake-up radio may not be
71optimal in some cases, where which radio should be used
72for the wake-up radio can be even location-dependent. Thus,
73we allow a heterogeneous radio configuration as in Fig. 1a to be
74superior to other static and fixed ones, and such situation-
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75 dependent configuration is desired to be found in a self-
76 organizing manner. However, it is far from being trivial to
77 find a situation-dependent configuration in a self-organiz-
78 ing manner, since the best solution depends on various fac-
79 tors such as radio specification, application traffic pattern,
80 node deployment, and even environmental factors (e.g.,
81 external interference). This makes the configuration prob-
82 lem coupled with duty-cycling (i.e., MAC layer) and routing
83 (i.e., network layer), and thus the best configuration should
84 be found in a large search space.

85 1.1 Contribution

86 In this paper, we explore dual radios’ configuration spaces
87 more widely and design a joint MAC and routing protocol
88 to maximize the network lifetime as a primary metric, by
89 finding the best one in a self-configuring and distributed
90 manner. MAC is in charge of determining the wake-up
91 radio for coordinating the communication for each TX-RX
92 pair, and routing offers a rule of how a node chooses its
93 next-hop for data delivery over the main radio. Thus, the
94 best radio configuration over each TX-RX pair should
95 involve the decisions of MAC and routing, thereby making
96 a cross-layer design crucial. We summarize our main contri-
97 butions in what follows.

98 � We propose SEDA-Net (SElf-DuAl-Net), which finds
99 an energy-efficient configuration of dual radios and

100 adapts itself to characteristics of dual radios, offered
101 traffic pattern, and node deployment in a self-config-
102 uring and distributed manner. SEDA-Net is a gener-
103 alization of existing fixed solutions in a single radio
104 and dual radios with duty-cycling. To the best of our
105 knowledge, this is the first joint MAC and routing
106 protocol that considers dual radios and adaptively
107 chooses the best radio configuration in a distributed
108 manner to maximize the network lifetime. SEDA-
109 Net is designed under the rationale that it is a heuris-
110 tic approximation trying to solve an NP-complete
111 optimization problem (see Section 3.2), which has a
112 goal of maximizing network lifetime under the dual-
113 radio setup.
114 � SEDA-Net consists of three sub-components: SEDA-
115 MAC, SEDA-Routing, and Cross-Opt. SEDA-MAC
116 is a new MAC protocol that handles (i) how to
117 choose the best radio for wake-up for each TX-RX
118 pair and (ii) how to perform duty-cycling efficiently.

119SEDA-Routing constructs a routing topology, bal-
120ancing the traffic well with the goal of maximizing
121the network lifetime. We use the RPL protocol [18],
122which is a de facto standard, as a base of SEDA-Rout-
123ing. SEDA-MAC and SEDA-Routing are inter-con-
124nected by Cross-Opt that iteratively updates the
125parameters of SEDA-MAC and SEDA-Routing from
126a cross-layer perspective, so as to finally determine
127the appropriate configuration.
128� Weevaluate SEDA-Net by implementing it on theCon-
129tiki OS [19] for both simulations and real experiments.
130In simulations, we use the Cooja simulator which
131allows a variety of controllable setups and micro-
132benchmarks inside the Contiki OS. In real experiments,
133we build a testbed of 45 Firefly motes [3] (CC2538 for
134short and CC1200 for long-range radios) in a five-story
135office building. We observe that the average lifetime of
136SEDA-Net is up to 113 percent longer than that of other
137non-adaptive existing protocols, and SEDA-Net
138achieves delay reduction up to 49 percent and reliabil-
139ity improvement up to 77 percent over them.

1402 PRELIMINARY AND RELATED WORK

1412.1 Preliminary

142We first clarify the term communication coordination, which
143will be used as an important concept throughout this paper.
144We call communication coordination the process of prepar-
145ing for TX and RX to be awake at the same time, so that they
146can exchange data. In single radio networks with duty-
147cycling, the radio is first used for communication coordina-
148tion over the same radio, before exchanging data. When it is
149extended for dual radios, the wake-up radio should do such
150communication coordination, and the main radios at TX
151and RX are woken up by the wake-up radios, and then
152become ready for data delivery. In dual-radio with ULP
153(Ultra-Low-Power) radio, which is beyond our interest,
154communication coordination is relatively easy, because the
155wake-up radio of TX can express its intention of transmis-
156sion to that of RX at any time.
157As a routing protocol for low-power and lossy networks,
158RPL [18] was standardized by the IETF. RPL is a distance
159vector routing protocol that builds a destination-oriented
160directed acyclic graph (i.e., a tree). Each node, say v,
161exchanges routing information using DIO messages which
162include the routing information such as v’s rank (i.e.,
163“distance” to the destination). This information is used to
164join a tree and choose the best next-hop among its neigh-
165bors, following a given objective function. The objective
166function defines how to choose the next-hop. To be more
167precise, for a node v, the objective function typically chooses
168the next-hop u that has the minimum value of RankðuÞ þ wvu

169over all neighboring node u, where wvu is the weight over
170the link vu. For example, OF0 [20] uses a hop count for rank
171and ETX (Expected Transmission Count) for weight. Thus,
172RPL can be generalized to various IoT networks by custom-
173izing the objective function accordingly.

1742.2 Related Work

175An extensive array of researches for duty-cycling is classi-
176fied into many types under different criteria: synchronous

Fig. 1. WuC: Wake-up Call. (a) An example configuration under a dual-
radio setup, where a mixture of (i) long-range radio for both wake-up
call and data, (ii) short-range radio for both wake-up call and data, and
(iii) long-range radio for wake-up call and short-range radio for data is
possible in one network. (b) Firefly [3]: a sensor board equipped with
dual-radio.
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177 versus asynchronous and sender-initiated versus receiver-
178 initiated, having their own pros and cons, see a nice exhaus-
179 tive survey in [12]. In dual-radio networks, different mecha-
180 nisms for efficient duty-cycling of the wake-up radio have
181 been proposed in [13], [14], [15], [16]. In [13], [14], they pro-
182 pose an efficient duty-cycling method to wake-up radio
183 using energy consumption analysis. Other researches in
184 [15], [16] are similar to ours in the sense that a dual-radio
185 setup of 2.4 GHz short-range radio and sub-GHz long-range
186 radio is utilized. However, their configuration is fixed to
187 dual radios with duty-cycled wake-up radio, where the
188 sub-GHz radio is used for the wake-up radio and the 2.4
189 GHz radio is for the data radio. Clearly, this restricts the
190 potential benefit of allowing situation-dependent radio con-
191 figurations. Recently, the authors in [21] propose a dual-
192 radio network that separates control and data planes using
193 different radios. They choose LoRa [22] to form one-hop
194 control plane and use ZigBee-based data plane to collect
195 data in a multi-hop manner. However, applying LoRa to the
196 network requires a specialized controller which is much
197 more expensive than other sub-GHz radios. A protocol for
198 making a collection tree, utilizing both short- and long-
199 range radios, has been proposed in [23]. This, however,
200 does not consider the duty-cycling in MAC and thus the
201 practical application can be limited under low-energy IoT
202 applications.
203 At the routing layer, finding the best path from sensors to
204 a base station is the most important function in terms of
205 their target performance metrics (e.g., network lifetime, reli-
206 ability, delay) in WSNs (Wireless Sensor Networks) and
207 LLNs (Low power Lossy Networks). In [24], [25], [26], the
208 authors theoretically formulate a network lifetime maximi-
209 zation problem, and they also propose heuristic algorithms
210 because the problem is NP-Hard. Recently, to design practi-
211 cal routing algorithms, [27], [28], [29], [30] have proposed
212 RPL-based protocols, where they build load-balanced rout-
213 ing structures by bounding the nodes’ degree [27] or using
214 the queue length [29]. However, no prior work exists for the
215 dual-radio setup with duty-cycling from the cross-layer’s
216 perspective, jointly considering MAC and routing.
217 A vast collection of network protocols for multi-radio
218 nodes have also been proposed in wireless mesh networks,
219 see e.g., [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37]. The protocols are
220 designed to maximize throughput performance by bonding
221 multipleWi-Fi radios [31], [32], [33], or to improve energy effi-
222 ciency by smartly switching between cellular (i.e., 3G or 4G)
223 and Wi-Fi interfaces [34], [35]. The studies by [36], [37] pro-
224 pose channel allocation algorithms formultiple radios tomin-
225 imize interference. The aforementioned works on multi-radio
226 protocols significantly differ from this paper in the following
227 sense: First, our design should consider communication coor-
228 dination in dual radios with duty-cycling as a necessary pro-
229 tocol component. In LLNs, low power radios perform two
230 roles: (a) communication coordination and (b) data delivery.
231 Depending on numerous factors such as radio characteristics,
232 deployed locations, and target metrics, one radio can be supe-
233 rior to another in terms of performing communication coordi-
234 nation or data delivery; thus the role of those radios should be
235 chosen carefully, where in the aforementioned multi-radio
236 protocols, data delivery has been the main interest. Second,
237 such an intelligent allocation of roles should be done with the

238goal of maximizing energy efficiency, quantified by lifetime
239maximization in this paper, which is done in the cross-layer
240context by smartly choosing the roles of each radio (MAC)
241and a routing topology (Routing).
242In WSNs and LLNs, cross-layer designs for energy effi-
243ciency have also been proposed [38], [39], [40], [41]. They
244have studied how WSNs operate to maximize energy effi-
245ciency by controlling transmission power [38] or clustering
246[41] along with packet size or the amount of data aggrega-
247tion. There exist researches that jointly consider the physical
248layer with MAC or network layers. In [40], the authors pro-
249posed duty-cycling optimization while modulation levels
250are controlled in the physical layer. In [39], the authors pro-
251posed a routing protocol over the precisely modeled path
252loss by considering both small-scale and large-scale fading.

2533 SEDA-NET: DESIGN OVERVIEW

2543.1 Basic Modules and Goal

255We first present the background of the baseline MAC
256and routing modules under SEDA-Net and what SEDA-
257Net does.
258Communication Coordination in MAC. As explained in the
259previous sections, in the dual-radio setting of our interest,
260either/both of short- and long-range can be used as a radio
261that performs communication coordination, which we call
262“coordination radio”. This coordination radio is the one
263which executes duty-cycling. As an asynchronous and
264sender-initiated duty-cycling, we use X-MAC [9] in our
265design. However, the choice of coordination mechanism is
266orthogonal in our study, and thus other methods can be
267applied to SEDA-Net. In this approach, TX first transmits a
268long (strobed) preamble signal using the coordination radio
269and RX periodically listens to the preamble and replies
270ACK to notify TX of RX’s coordination success. Once the
271communication coordination is finished, actual data deliv-
272ery occurs. Based on this basic X-MAC operation, we extend
273SEDA-MAC, which is a MAC layer subcomponent of
274SEDA-Net, for efficient communication coordination to the
275self-configuring protocol.
276Routing for Lifetime Maximization. As a routing protocol
277that determines the next-hop of a node, we develop a new
278protocol that is a variant of RPL [18]. Different from the
279MAC protocols that are typically tailored to a target applica-
280tion, RPL is a de facto standard that is highly generalized by
281enabling us to define a customized objective function for a
282desired link metric. In our generalized dual-radio setup,
283RPL should be modified so as to determine which radio will
284be used for data transmission to the next-hop, which we call
285data radio selection. What is novel in SEDA-Net is to define a
286new OF for prolonging the network lifetime and include a
287mechanism to determine the data radio (i.e., main radio) for
288each link, for which we propose a new protocol SEDA-Rout-
289ing, a routing-layer subcomponent of SEDA-Net.
290SEDA-Net: What Needs to be Configured? Major issues in
291the self-configuring protocol include: (i) with which radio
292we perform the communication coordination (in MAC), and
293(ii) to which neighbor a TX needs to forward the data and
294with which radio (in routing). To discuss how these deci-
295sions are made more clearly, we first introduce some nota-
296tions. We let V be the entire set of nodes in the network, and
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297 use the symbols LR, SR; and LSR, to refer to the long-range,
298 short-range, and both radios, respectively, and use NONE for
299 no assignment. Then, as shown in Fig. 2, for each node v 2
300 V , it is necessary to decide the following (from MAC and
301 routing layers), which we call (communication) configuration
302 throughout this paper:

303 a) Coordination radio matrix ½Cvw�v;w2V , where Cvw 2
304 fLR; SR; NONEg is the radio choice for the communication
305 coordination for the data transmission from v tow:
306 b) Listening radio vector ½Lv�v2V , where Lv 2 fLR; SR;
307 LSR; NONEg is the radio choice for periodically listen-
308 ing to some nodes’ coordination request for possible
309 data transmissions to v:
310 c) Next-hop vector ½Nv�v2V , where Nv is the next-hop
311 neighbor of v towards the base station.
312 d) Data radio matrix ½Dvw�v;w2V , where Dvw 2 fLR; SR;
313 NONEg is the radio choice for actual data transmission
314 from v to w:
315 This perspective of opening all the possible combinations
316 as in the above enables us to have a wide search space for a
317 good solution. For example, for two nodes a and b withNa ¼
318 b; the configuration of Cab ¼ LR; Lb ¼ LR; Dab ¼ SR denotes
319 the duty-cycled wake-up radio protocol which means the fol-
320 lowing: (i) the next-hop of a is b; (ii) a uses LR to send the coor-
321 dination request (i.e., wake-up call) to b; (iii) b listens to LR to
322 coordinate communication, and (iv) the actual data delivery
323 from a to b is made over SR. The homogeneous radio configu-
324 ration (i.e., only short- or long-range radio) can be represented
325 by the configuration of Cab ¼ SR;Lb ¼ SR; Dab ¼ SR (resp.
326 Cab ¼ LR;Lb ¼ LR; Dab ¼ LR). One may ask what Lv ¼ LSR

327 means. This implies that v listens to both short- and long-
328 range radios to coordinate communication.

329 3.2 Goal

330 We let a configuration be Tcf ¼ f½Cvw�; ½Lv�; ½Nv�; ½Dvw�g;
331 which is defined for a multigraph GðV; �EÞ due to two possi-
332 ble short- and long-range links between any two nodes.
333 EinitðvÞ denotes the initial energy of node v and the base sta-
334 tion v0 is assumed to have the infinite amount of energy.
335 Also, let EDðvÞ ¼ EDðv; TcfÞ be the consumed energy per
336 unit time for node v; consisting of

EDðvÞ ¼ ETX DataðvÞ þ ERX DataðvÞ; (1)338338

339where ETX DataðvÞ and ERX DataðvÞ correspond to the amount
340of energy consumptions for transmission and reception at
341node v per unit time, respectively. Defining the network life-
342time as the time until we have the first node that runs out of
343its battery, we consider the following optimization problem,
344calledD-LTMAX: for a given degree constantm > 0;

D� LTMAX : max
Tcf

min
v2V

LT ðv; TcfÞ

subject to DegðvÞ � m; 8v 2 V;
(2)

346346

347where LT ðv; TcfÞ ¼ EinitðvÞ
EDðv;Tcf Þ

.

348The constant m is a parameter that controls how much
349contention is allowed around one node. As RPL constructs
350a tree (thus, a single parent for every node in the network),
351an internal node (except for the base station) is permitted to
352have one parent and at most m� 1 children. Under carrier
353sensing mechanisms (e.g., CSMA) in wireless environments,
354the wireless medium utilization will be dramatically
355degraded as the number of contending nodes increases.
356Thus, the parameter m needs to be chosen with respect to
357the interference range and data rate of a node. We design
358SEDA-Net to be an approximating heuristic that tries
359to solve D-LTMAX in a distributed manner (see Section 4.5
360for the rationale of SEDA-Net and NP-completeness of
361D-LTMAX).
362Remark on Lifetime. Network lifetime in this paper is the
363time until there exists a node whose battery is exhausted. In
364the literature [42], [43], the network lifetime can be differ-
365ently defined as: (i) until n nodes’ batteries are exhausted,
366(ii) network is disconnected, or (iii) nodes’ coverage
367becomes shrunken. The reason why we choose the defini-
368tion of the network lifetime based on the first energy-
369depleted node is (a) this definition is the most popular in
370the literature due to its simplicity and tractability, and (b)
371the lifetime during which a network properly functions
372could be determined by a couple of nodes closely located to
373the base station in lots of data collection networks for IoT.
374Moreover, in Section 5.2, we evaluate a different definition
375of network lifetime as 20 percent-Lifetime until 20 percent
376of nodes in the network deplete their energy, which demon-
377strates that by solving D-LTMAX the lifetime can be
378improved not only for the first node, but also for a portion
379of nodes in the network. Thus, we believe developing a pro-
380tocol based on the first battery exhaustion is of some value.

3814 SEDA-MAC, SEDA-ROUTING,
382AND CROSS-OPT

3834.1 SEDA-Net: Overall Framework

384We first describe the overall framework of SEDA-Net by
385explaining what each node v performs, divided into two
386phases: Init and Recalibration (see Algorithm 1 and Fig. 3).
387Init Phase. After each node v is initially deployed, v joins
388the network by receiving a DIO message (which is RPL’s
389control packet for network advertisement), where v initially
390configures the listening radio as LR. After joining the net-
391work, v transmits DIO messages periodically, following the
392standard RPL. Once v receives other DIO messages from its
393neighbor, say u, it adds u to its neighbor set Sv and chooses
394the coordination radio Cvu ¼ LR. v chooses its next-hop Nv

Fig. 2. SEDA-Net determines (a) which radio is used for sending an wake-
up call, (b) which radio is used to receive an wake-up call, (c) next-hop
reached bywhich radio, and (d) which radio is used for sending data.
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395 and data radio DvNv using SEDA-Routing-Init that is a
396 dual-radio extension of vanilla RPL [18] with OF0[20]
397 (see Section 4.3). Once the initial Nv and DvNv are deter-
398 mined, v starts to perform sensing and generate data packets.
399 While v forwards data packets, generated by itself or for-
400 warded from its children, to Nv, v periodically measures the
401 traffic load offered to itself. Here, the offered load denotes
402 the amount of a traffic load on each node, measured by
403 counting the number of packets passing through v and aver-
404 aging it over a predefined time window tm. When the first
405 measurement of the offered load becomes available, it moves
406 to Recalibration phase and switches the routing module from
407 SEDA-Routing-Init to SEDA-Routing-Recal (see Section 4.3).
408 Note that performing sensing task, forwarding data packets,
409 and measuring the offered load continue in parallel with
410 running SEDA-Routing.Whenever a data packet is transmit-
411 ted, SEDA-MAC is used with the configuration of coordina-
412 tion, listening and data radios at that instant.
413 Recalibration Phase. Once initialization is finished, each
414 node v runs SEDA-Routing-Recal, which is designed to fur-
415 ther optimize the configuration, so as to prolong the net-
416 work lifetime by balancing the traffic load better. While it
417 runs SEDA-Routing-Recal, v embeds the offered load of v in
418 DIO messages sent periodically. Thus upon receiving a DIO
419 packet from u, it updates the link weight based on the
420 offered load of u in the DIO packet (step 1-1). Using the
421 updated information, v finds the best next-hop Nv and data
422 radio DvNv and waits for another DIO packet to keep updat-
423 ing (step 1-2). If there is no change by SEDA-Routing-Recal
424 during tstable (step 1-3), v runs the Cross-Opt protocol, which
425 finalizes to find out an energy-efficient configuration from
426 the cross-layer perspective (step 2) (see Section 4.4). We
427 choose tstable from our empirical simulations or experiments
428 (see Section 5). If there is no change in Cross-Opt, meaning
429 that the configuration becomes stabilized, it waits until
430 receiving the DIO with the updated information in step 1-1
431 of SEDA-Routing-Recal.
432 Self-Configuring and Distributed Operation. We comment
433 that Init and Recalibration phases are just logically main-
434 tained inside a node, which does not require all nodes’
435 phases in the network to be synchronized. The coordination
436 and listening radios should be matched to coordinate com-
437 munication and exchange packets. In Init phase, each node
438 v chooses Lv ¼ LR and Cvu ¼ LR for all neighbors u: On the
439 other hand, as a result of Cross-Opt, a link uw may have
440 Cuw ¼ SR and Lw ¼ LSR. Since u uses SR for coordination
441 only to w and w chooses both LR and SR for listening, any

442node can coordinate and exchange packets to any other
443neighbors, even though they are in different phases.

4444.2 MAC Layer: SEDA-MAC

445Coordination Solution Selection. The coordination and listen-
446ing radios of each node are first initialized when the sys-
447tem starts, and then may be modified by Cross-Opt, which
448we separately describe in what follows. In both Init phase
449and Cross-Opt, we consider only two scenarios of configu-
450ration choices for a node: (i) only LR is used for both coor-
451dination and listening radios, and (ii) choosing LSR as
452listening radios, which we call dual listening, where the
453coordination radio can be chosen to be either of LR or SR.
454We note that the other options which choose SR as both
455coordination and listening radios are highly likely to
456require the multi-hop wake-up signalling to perform com-
457munication coordination with a far node. The multi-hop
458wake-up would add large complexity and/or energy waste
459on the protocol, therefore those options are ignored in our
460design.

461Algorithm 1.What Each Node v Performs in SEDA-Net

462Init phase
463Once v joins the network, it runs SEDA-Routing-Init which
464outputs initial Nv andDvNv based on OF0.
465v sets Lv ¼ LR and Cvu ¼ LR for all u, neighbors of v.
466If the first measurement of offered load is available,
467it switches the routing module to SEDA-Routing-Recal and
468goes to Recalibration phase.
469Recalibration phase
4701. SEDA-Routing-Recal
4711-1. Routing information update: Upon receiving a DIO mes-
472sage from u, v updates the measured load of u from
473the DIO.
4741-2. Routing update: Based on the updated load, v
475chooses Nv andDvNv using SEDA-Routing-Recal
476(see Section 4.3) and goes to step 1-1.
4771-3. Stabilization: If there is no update in bothNv and
478DvNv in step 1-2 during tstable, v goes to step 2.
4792. Cross-Opt
4802-1. Check conditions: For every u 2 S of v, v checks
481two conditions C1 and C2 that imply whether the
482network lifetime increases by applying Cross-Opt
483see Section 4.4).
484If v finds u that satisfies the conditions, goto step 2-2,
485otherwise goes to step 1-1.
4862-2. Configuration update: v updates its configuration by
487Cross-Opt and goes to step 1-1.
488Note. All communication coordinations for data forwarding
489and DIO transmission are performed by SEDA-MAC at
490Layer 2 using the configuration at each corresponding
491step.

492(a) Init phase. When the system starts, we first use LR for
493both coordination and listening radios for all nodes. This is
494because (i) we need to have a match between the coordina-
495tion and the listening radios for communication coordina-
496tion, and (ii) at the initial stage, it seems to be a good choice
497for each node to have a wide reachability in coordination,
498and thus to be assigned an opportunity to search as many
499nodes as possible, as a next-hop candidate.

Fig. 3. The operation diagram of each node v in SEDA-Net. (a) describes
how SEDA-Net is initialized in Init phase. (b) shows the key components
and the state transitions of SEDA-Net in Recalibration phase.
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500 (b) Cross-Opt. Cross-Opt runs whenever the configuration
501 for the routing module (i.e., data radio and next-hop) is sta-
502 bilized. We design Cross-Opt to guarantee that a given TX-
503 RX pair (from routing) has matched the coordination and
504 the listening radios. The result of Cross-Opt often generates
505 some set of nodes, each of which turns on both long- and
506 short-range radios as listening radios. By doing that the loads
507 are balanced more efficiently, so that it can prolong the net-
508 work lifetime (see Section 4.4 for details).
509 Communication Coordination. Another key role of MAC is
510 a way to actually coordinate a pair of TX and RX so that
511 they are awake at the same time. As in most asynchronous
512 MAC protocols (especially the sender-initiated ones), peri-
513 odic listening and preamble are the main ingredients of
514 communication coordination, for which we use that of X-
515 MAC [9] as a baseline mechanism, but add more designs for
516 the dual-radio setup. We describe our communication coor-
517 dination for different types of traffic: unicast and broadcast.
518 (1) Unicast. The communication coordination for unicast
519 traffic can be done using either of long- or short-range
520 radios, depending on what our Cross-Opt produces. We
521 simply use the mechanism in X-MAC, with the following
522 addition: we add one more bit to the strobed preamble
523 packet to represent the information on the data radio, where
524 a TX node sets the bit as 0 if the data radio is SR; otherwise,
525 the bit is set to 1.
526 (2) Broadcast. Communication coordination for broadcast
527 traffic requires time-synchronization with every neighbor,
528 for which (i) we remove the preamble ACK to ensure that
529 every neighbor is set to be awake with the TX, (ii) the TX
530 transmits the preamble up to the maximum preamble
531 length, and (iii) we use only the long-range radio for coordi-
532 nation. We also have the following two design ideas for bet-
533 ter energy efficiency.

534 � End-of-preamble prediction. In the broadcast preamble,
535 we embed the sequence number for each strobe
536 packet, and thus the maximum sequence number for
537 the maximum preamble length is known to every
538 node a priori. Using this, after receiving the broadcast
539 preamble, the receiver can switch off its radio until
540 the end of the preamble, thereby reducing the energy
541 consumption of a long waiting time until all neigh-
542 bors are coordinated.
543 � Back-to-back transmissions in broadcasting routing msgs.
544 It is required to broadcast the routing control mes-
545 sages over both long- and short-range radio links so
546 as to measure the qualities for all possible neighbor-
547 ing links and exchange the routing information for
548 both SR and LR. We perform this broadcasting with a
549 single preamble through back-to-back transmissions.
550 To be more precise, the sender first transmits the
551 broadcast preamble for long broadcast, and receivers
552 get the preamble and wait until the broadcast packet
553 transmission using end-of-preamble prediction.
554 Since all neighbors having a short-range radio of the
555 TX are synchronized, they turn on the short-range
556 radio for incoming short broadcast, right after receiv-
557 ing the long broadcast.
558 Medium Access Control and Reliability. As in many other
559 protocols in low-power networks, we choose a CSMA-CA

560based mechanism. TX listens to the medium to check out
561other transmission activities prior to and during the pream-
562ble transmission. If TX fails to receive the preamble ACK or
563the data ACK, it performs multiple retransmissions for a
564pre-specified number of maximum retransmission count or
565successful transmission with exponential backoffs. If it
566receives other preambles rather than preamble ACK, it
567immediately stops transmitting preamble packets and goes
568into the retransmission phase.

5694.3 Routing Layer: SEDA-Routing

570SEDA-Routing is based on RPL [18]. SEDA-Routing consists
571of two protocols: SEDA-Routing-Init and SEDA-Routing-
572Recal, where we apply a different weight to each of those
573two, to form an energy-efficient routing tree, considering
574the dual-radio setup.
575SEDA-Routing-Init. We run SEDA-Routing-Init, when the
576sensors are first deployed, for which SEDA-Routing-Init is
577RPL with OF0, but with different weights wvuðLÞ and wvuðSÞ

2

578for each link vu when established using long- and short-
579range radios, respectively. Different weights are due to the
580fact that the two radios have different characteristics in
581terms of power consumption, bandwidth, and communica-
582tion range. We simply set wvuðSÞ ¼ ETXvu by ETX, but
583wvuðLÞ ¼ k� ETXvu; where the constant k is a tunable
584parameter depending on the specification of the long-range
585radio chip. Finally, to remove the herd behavior,3 when the
586new next-hop is updated, it is chosen with probability 1/2.
587SEDA-Routing-Recal. When SEDA-Routing-Recal runs,
588we use different weights from those in SEDA-Routing-Init,
589which we denote by ~wvuðLÞ and ~wvuðSÞ to achieve longer life-
590time. We design the weight ~wvuðLÞ (resp. ~wvuðSÞ) as

~wvuðLÞ ¼ wvuðLÞ �
�
glb loadðuÞ þ loc loadðuÞ

�
; (3)

592592

593where

glb loadðuÞ ¼ a � glb loadðuÞ þ ð1� aÞ � dcountðuÞ;
loc loadðuÞ ¼ b � DegðuÞ:

(4)
595595

596

597The new weight in (3) over a link vu additionally consid-
598ers the offered load at node u;whose role is to avoid routing
599packets to the nodes that are heavily loaded. The load is
600measured by a combination of global and local loads. The
601role of global load glb loadðuÞ quantifies how many pack-
602ets u has transmitted and received, which we measure by
603an exponential moving averaged dcountðuÞ (i.e., the num-
604ber of data packets passing through u) with moving average
605weight a. The local load loc loadðuÞ is used to avoid the
606node suffering from heavy contentions and interferences,
607which we simply measure by node u’s degree DegðuÞ. For
608Rank, we also use the hop count as in SEDA-Routing-Init,
609and the next-hop of a node v is updated to be the one that
610has the minimum RankðuÞ þ ~wvuðLÞðresp. ~wvuðSÞÞ: In addition
611to the parameter k in the weight, b is also the parameter
612which controls the impact of glb load and loc load on the

2. We use the notations vuðLÞ and vuðSÞ to refer to LR and SR link vu,
respectively.

3. A set of nodes changes its next-hop to the same node simulta-
neously, so that they experience severe congestion.
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613 routing. We will investigate the impacts of those parameters
614 and the way of choosing proper values through our evalua-
615 tion (see Section 5.2).
616 Again, to avoid the herd effect, we employ a probabilistic
617 choice of the next node, but with the following rule to con-
618 sider load balancing. Out of two choices, the current next-
619 hop Nv and the new next-hop u (if it differs from Nv), the
620 probability pvu that v chooses u as a next-hop is set to be ð1�
621

1
Load diff

Þ; where Load diff measures the global and local
622 load differences due to the change of the next-hop to u, cal-
623 culated by

Load diff ¼ jðglb loadðNvÞ þ loc loadðNvÞÞ
� ðglb loadðuÞ þ loc loadðuÞÞj:

625625

626 Thus, node v changes the next-hop with high probability
627 when the current and the new next-hop have the large load
628 difference.
629 When each node v updates the next-hop u according to
630 the weight ~wvuðLÞ and ~wvuðSÞ, the data radio Dvu needs to be
631 chosen to minimize energy consumption. If the next-hop u
632 is reachable by both short- and long-range radios, Dvu is
633 chosen as SR when the energy consumption for data trans-
634 mission by the short-radio is smaller than that by the long-
635 range radio. Otherwise, the data radio Dvu should be LR,
636 including the case where the next-hop u is only reachable
637 by the long-range radio. By doing so, we achieve not only
638 load balancing by the next-hop update, but also energy min-
639 imization by the data radio selection.
640 While all sensors perform the sensing task and forward
641 data packets, each node v updates glb loadðvÞ and
642 loc loadðvÞ for every data collection. We embed four more
643 information in a DIO message of a node, say v; in addition
644 to those specified by the standard RPL, glb loadðvÞ;
645 loc loadðvÞ; EremðvÞ; and EDðvÞ: The values of EremðvÞ; and
646 EDðvÞ are the remaining energy and the energy consump-
647 tion rate of v; respectively. For every reception of DIO mes-
648 sages, each node updates the configuration as finding the
649 best next-hop with the data radio.
650 Robustness. To ensure robustness, SEDA-Routing inherits
651 RPL’s repair module [18]. When loops are detected, SEDA-
652 Routing runs local or global repair modules to remove
653 loops. Due to abrupt network changes (e.g., mobility, link
654 failure, etc.), if each node immediately needs to update rout-
655 ing, by increasing the frequency of DIO exchange, the node
656 can speed up the response to those changes. Furthermore,
657 by rejecting bad links which have ETX worse than a certain
658 threshold, SEDA-Routing tries to make a reliable and robust
659 routing tree, if there exist better links.

660 4.4 Cross Layer: Cross-Opt

661 In this section, we propose Cross-Opt, which further opti-
662 mizes the configuration involving both MAC and routing
663 layers. To illustrate the motivation of Cross-Opt, we con-
664 sider the following example, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
665 Example. Assume that in both cases (a) and (b) of Fig. 4,
666 nodes v and u can communicate using SR: In (a), BS
667 (denoted by s) typically is equipped with a power supply,
668 and thus do not need to perform duty-cycling, so that u is
669 able to transmit data packets without any coordination.
670 This leads u to consume much less energy than v: In (b), v

671has many children, thereby rendering v waste much
672energy due to the control of contentions among its child-
673ren’s transmission attempts. In these cases, we consider the
674option of making u turn on its long- and short-range radios
675together (i.e., dual listening), so that we have Lu ¼ LSR and
676Cvu ¼ SR: This has an effect of more energy consumption
677at u (due to dual listening) but less energy consumption at
678v (due to short-range radio based coordination). It is some-
679times helpful in balancing the consumed energy in the net-
680work, and thus efficient in prolonging the network lifetime
681if the prolonged lifetime of v exceeds the original lifetime
682of both v and u.
683How Cross-Opt Works. We now elaborate on the condi-
684tions under which Cross-Opt changes the configuration in a
685distributed manner, as illustrated in the aforementioned
686example. We first let SðvÞ be the set of neighbor nodes of a
687node v connected by SR. Then, each node v checks the fol-
688lowing conditions C1 and C2 for each u 2 SðvÞ

C1 :
EremðuÞ

EDðuÞ þEIncðuÞ
> min

i2ðv;u;NvÞ

EremðiÞ
EDðiÞ

� �
;

C2 :
EremðvÞ

EDðvÞ � EDecðvÞ
> min

i2ðv;u;NvÞ

EremðiÞ
EDðiÞ

� �

690690

691where Erem and ED are the current remaining energy
692embedded and exchanged in DIO messages, as mentioned
693earlier. We denote by EIncðuÞ the additional amount of
694increased energy consumption rate, if u performs dual lis-
695tening. Then, the condition C1 implies that the decreased
696lifetime of u due to u’s dual listening exceeds the minimum
697of original lifetimes of nodes fv; u;Nvg. Similarly, the condi-
698tion C2means that the increased lifetime of v also exceeds
699the original lifetime of nodes, where EDecðvÞ corresponds to
700the reduced energy consumption rate by changing its long-
701range radio coordination to the short-range radio one.
702EIncðuÞ and EDecðvÞ can be obtained from measurements. If
703C1and C2 are satisfied for node u; node v updates its config-
704uration as: (i) for coordination radio over link vu, set Cvu ¼
705SR; (ii) for listening radio of u; set Lu ¼ LSR (for which u is
706notified via a control packet from v), (iii) for the next-hop of
707v; set Nv ¼ u if Nv 6¼ u, and (iv) for data radio over link vu;
708set Dvu ¼ SR if wvuðSÞ � wvuðLÞ, otherwise Dvu ¼ LR: If there
709are multiple u satisfying the above conditions, v chooses the
710node that makes the longest lifetime of the network. Fig. 5
711exemplifies the effect of Cross-Opt, where the lifetime
712increases from 2.667 to 4.

Fig. 4. Two examples: How Cross-Opt helps in prolonging network life-
time. In both examples, v consumes more energy than its next-hop u
due to (a) u is directly connected to BS (denoted by s) or (b) v suffers
from heavy congestion; thus applying Cross-Opt can improve network
lifetime.
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713 4.5 SEDA-Net and D-LTMAX

714 We now present the rationale of SEDA-Net, for which recall
715 our goal of D-LTMAX in Section 3.2 and the consumed
716 energy per unit time for node v is given as: EDðvÞ ¼
717 ETX DataðvÞ þERX DataðvÞ: Then, considering how routing
718 and MAC operate, we have

ETX DataðvÞ ¼ ðdcountðvÞ þ 1Þ � ðPCoord þ PTX DataÞ;
ERX DataðvÞ ¼ dcountðvÞ � ðPListen þ PRX DataÞ;

720720

721 where PCoord and PListen correspond to the consumed ener-
722 gies for coordination, and PTX Data;PRX Data are the ones for
723 data transmission/reception of one packet, and the number
724 of packets traversing v per unit time is dcountðvÞ: Then,
725 Theorem 4.1 states that D-LTMAX is hard to solve even
726 with a centralized method.

727 Theorem 4.1. Given a multigraph GðV; �EÞ; where each node v 2
728 V is equipped with both long- and short-range radios, each node
729 v generates a data packet per unit time and collects those pack-
730 ets to the base station v0 without data aggregation.4 Then, D-
731 LTMAX problem is NP-Complete.

732 The key step in the proof of Theorem 4.1 lies in the reduc-
733 tion from the problem of capacitated minimum spanning
734 tree [44], which is to find a minimum spanning tree such
735 that the size of every subtree directly connected to the root
736 is smaller than someK > 2. We comment that a similar life-
737 time maximization problem has been addressed in [24], [25],
738 [26], but D-LTMAX has the following differences: (i) exten-
739 sion to a dual-radio setup by modeling it as a multigraph
740 GðV; �EÞ and (ii) consideration of the contention degree
741 through the constantm.
742 Proof of Theorem 4.1. For simplicity, we consider a simpler
743 case of Einit ¼ EinitðvÞ for all v 2 V , which suffices to show
744 the result. Then,D-LTMAX can be rewritten as follows:

min
Tcf

max
v2V

1

Einit
� EDðvÞ

subject to DegðvÞ � m; 8v 2 V:

(5)

746746

747

748 The recasted D-LTMAX into a decision problem is to
749 determine whether there exists configuration Tcf satisfying

750maxv2V
1

Einit
� EDðvÞ � K0 with the degree constraint m,

751whereK0 is a given constant.

752To prove Theorem 4.1, we use reduction from the capaci-
753tatedminimum spanning tree to theD-LTMAXdecision prob-
754lem.We start with constructing an instance ofD-LTMAX from
755an instance of the capacitated minimum spanning tree as fol-
756lows. Given the graphGðV;EÞ, we constructG0 with the same
757V and �E such that every evwðSÞ 2 E is duplicated, satisfying
758evwðSÞ 2 �E and evwðLÞ 2 �E. Let Einit ¼ 1, PCoord þ PTX Data ¼ 1
759and PListen þ PRX Data ¼ 1. This construction can be done in
760polynomial time. We now show that G has a minimum span-
761ning treewith capacity� K, if and only ifG0 has configuration
762such thatEDðvÞ for all v is smaller than or equal to 2K � 1with
763DegðvÞ � K.
764(�!): To build a non-trivial configuration, let the degree
765of the base station v0 be bounded by K, so that it can avoid
766severe congestion at v0. Suppose that G has a capacitated
767minimum spanning tree T . We construct a configuration
768such that, for all evw 2 T , Nv ¼ w and Dvw, Cvw and Lv are LR
769(or SR). Since the size of subtree is bounded by K, DegðvÞ is
770also bounded by K for any v 2 V n v0 and Degðv0Þ � K by
771the assumption. Since it is assumed that every node in the
772graph generates a data packet per unit time, we have
773dcountðvÞ ¼ ksubtreeðvÞk � 1 � K � 1 by definition, where
774ksubtreeðvÞk is the size of subtree rooted by v and EDðvÞ ¼
7752 � dcountðvÞ þ 1 � 2K � 1 for all vwith DegðvÞ � K.
776( �): Suppose that G0 has configuration that satisfies
777EDðvÞ � 2K � 1 with DegðvÞ � K, then we can construct a
778minimum spanning tree T based on N: Then, for any v, since
779EDðvÞ ¼ 2 � dcountðvÞ þ 1 � 2K � 1, ksubtreeðvÞk � K.

780This completes the proof.
781SEDA-Net: A Distributed Heuristic to Solve D-LTMAX. The
782goal of D-LTMAX is to minimize EDðvÞwith the degree con-
783straint m under the assumption of EinitðvÞ ¼ Einit; 8v 2 V .
784By moving the degree constraint to the objective function
785using �b as its price, we have a new objective function
786EDðvÞ ¼ ETX DataðvÞ þ ERX DataðvÞ þ �b � DegðvÞ. In SEDA-
787Routing-Recal, each node v tries to minimize not only the
788weight on the link wvuðLÞ (or wvuðSÞ), but also glb loadðuÞ þ
789loc loadðuÞ in a distributed manner by choosing the next-
790hop u that has minimum ~wvuðLÞ ¼ wvuðLÞ � ðglb loadðuÞ þ
791loc loadðuÞÞ (or ~wvuðSÞ) (see Section 4.3). The effort of
792SEDA-Routing-Recal to minimize glb loadðvÞ aims to mini-
793mize ETX DataðvÞ þ ERX DataðvÞ of D-LTMAX at which our
794SEDA-Net tries to find the configuration Tcf such that
795the number of descendants is minimized. Minimizing
796loc loadðvÞ defined by b � DegðvÞ attempts to satisfy the
797degree constraint or minimize �b � DegðvÞ, which implies
798that the degree of the given configuration Tcf is bounded
799properly with the tunable parameter b.
800SEDA-Net: Complexity Analysis. In order to maximize the
801network lifetime, SEDA-Net requires glb load and
802loc load which are embedded in a DIO message. First of
803all, while data packets are forwarded, glb load is measured
804accordingly. Depending on traffic patterns of IoT applica-
805tions (e.g., periodic, bursty, or event-driven), the required
806time for glb load measurement can be highly different.
807Once glb load becomes available, the message complexity
808of SEDA-Net is determined by how many DIO messages
809are exchanged until SEDA-Net converges.

Fig. 5. Prior to applying Cross-Opt, the network lifetime (determined by
v’s lifetime) is 2.667 (=8/3). Satisfying C1 and C2 for node u; v changes
its configuration following Cross-Opt, resulting in the lifetime of 4 (=8/2).

4. Data aggregation means the ability to aggregate multiple data
packets into a single packet.
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810 When the number of nodes in the network is n with the
811 maximum hops h (from a node to BS), the complexity until
812 glb load and loc load are synchronized requires OðhÞ.
813 Given those loads, we apply the probabilistic choice of the
814 next-hop with the probability ð1� 1

Load diff
Þ, and thus the

815 network converges when Load diff for all nodes becomes
816 smaller than a threshold (heuristically determined). In the
817 worst case, Load diff decreases by 1 per iteration – the load
818 synchronization followed by the change of the next-hop.
819 Thus, the total message complexity will be OðnhÞ. It is
820 worth noting that the order of the other static protocols’
821 message complexity is the same as OðnhÞ; however, the
822 practical complexity depends on the radio configuration
823 due to the transmitted range of DIO messages and the num-
824 ber of next-hop candidates.
825 In terms of the meassage overhead, the amount of bytes
826 embedded in the DIO message for SEDA-Net is 4 bytes;
827 thus, the overhead caused by SEDA-Net is minimized. We
828 evaluate the complexity in Section 5.2 by presenting the con-
829 vergence time. In brief, although SEDA-Net requires more
830 time for the convergence (see Fig. 9), we believe it is worth
831 to do for lifetime improvement.

832 5 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

833 5.1 Setup

834 Implementation. We implement SEDA-Net as a set of new
835 network drivers for Contiki OS [19], which is an open-
836 source operating system for IoT devices and enables us to
837 carry out both simulations and real experiments with the
838 same implementation codes. The Contiki OS is originally
839 designed only for a single radio setup, thus we extend the
840 network drivers to support dual radios by modifying the
841 radio interfaces. SEDA-MAC is implemented at Radio Duty
842 Cycle and CSMA layers inside Contiki OS, taking charge of
843 duty-cycling and medium access control. The neighbor
844 management and RPL-related functions are also extended
845 to support dual radios, including a new objective function
846 (i.e., LTMAX) of our SEDA-Routing. The full source code is
847 available in [45].
848 For real implementation, we use Firefly motes [3], having
849 built-in dual-radio chips: CC2538 and CC1200 for SR and
850 LR, respectively, where the characteristics of CC2538 and
851 CC1200 are summarized in Table 1. To perform real experi-
852 ments, we build a testbed with 45 Firefly motes [3] in a five-
853 story office building as depicted in Fig. 13. Each mote in the
854 testbed monitors all activities of the MCU and the radios to
855 measure the energy consumption using the energy estima-
856 tor module in the Contiki OS. We also perform extensive
857 simulations using the Cooja simulator in the Contiki OS to
858 test various scenarios under an controlled environment.

859Traffic, Topology, and Metric.We consider two traffic mod-
860els, periodic with period Tp and Poisson with mean rate �p;
861which can be regarded as periodic monitoring and event-
862driven application scenarios, respectively. We choose the
863data packet size of 50 bytes. In the simulations, we use
864GRID and RANDOM topologies, as in Figs. 7a and 7b, where
865GRID is with 36 nodes spaced by 50 m and RANDOM is with
86650 nodes in 700 m x 700 m deployed uniformly at random.
867We choose GRID to test SEDA-Net in a regular and con-
868trolled case (e.g., the degree of each node is naturally
869bounded), while RANDOM is to evaluate the performance of
870SEDA-Net under more practical situations. We base our
871simulation on Multi-path Ray tracing Model (MRM) which
872models radio hardware properties (e.g., transmission
873power, receiver sensitivity), background noise, and multi-
874path interference (by obstacles) through SINR. Our primary
875performance metric is the network lifetime for which we
876examine the first energy depletion of one node as well as 20
877percent of the entire nodes. Since the radio’s duty cycle (i.e.,
878the fraction of time when the radio is turned on) is the key
879to energy efficiency, the duty cycle for all tested protocols is
880optimized for the minimum energy consumption (i.e., as
881low as possible) while it should be larger than a certain
882threshold (given by an application) to guarantee data packet
883delivery. We also plot delay and PRR (Packet Reception
884Ratio), measured by the average time between packet gener-
885ation and its reception at BS and the ratio of the number of
886received packets at BS, respectively.
887Tested Protocols. We mainly compare SEDA-Net with
888state-of-the-art non-adaptive protocols based on a single
889radio (short- and long-range only, as SR and LR) and dual-
890radio (wake-up radio [13], [14], as ). SR (resp. LR) configures
891a network only with short-range radios (resp. long-range
892radios). In other words, SR (resp. LR) chooses SR (resp. LR)
893as all for coordination, listening, and data radios. In terms
894of WR, we choose coordination and listening radios as LR

895and data radio as SR, which corresponds to a version of
896implementation of DCW-MAC [13], [14], fine-tuned to our
897environment. We note that to the best of our knowledge,
898there is no prior work on adaptively and heterogeneously
899configuring the dual-radio network. Thus, we choose DCW-
900MAC as the static and homogeneous configuration of dual
901radios to validate the advantages of SEDA-Net with hetero-
902geneous and adaptive configuration. We also test two OFs
903of RPL; OF0 and LTMAX of SEDA-Net. To summarize, we
904test eight protocols: SEDA-Net, SEDA-Net-0 (i.e., SEDA-Net
905with only SEDA-Routing-Init), SR-LTMAX, SR-0, LR-
906LTMAX, LR-0, WR-LTMAX and WR-0, where in the proto-
907col name ‘X-Y’, X denotes the radio configuration and Y rep-
908resents the objective function. While SEDA-Net adopts a
909newly designed SEDA-MAC for MAC, the single radio pro-
910tocols choose CXMAC, which is an X-MAC [9] based proto-
911col in the Contiki OS. In the real testbed, to evaluate the
912wake-up radio protocol, we use CC1200 as the duty-cycled
913wake-up radio and CC2538 as the data radio.

9145.2 Results: Simulation

915Network Lifetime. Figs. 6a and 6b show the network lifetime
916at GRID and RANDOM with varying Tp and �p, respectively,
917where, for simplicity, LTMAX is denoted as LT. We test all

TABLE 1
Specification of CC1200 and CC2538

CC1200 CC2538

Frequency band 920 MHz 2.4 GHz
Data rate 50 kbps 250 kbps
TX power 108 mW 72 mW
RX power 69 mW 60 mW
RX sensitivity -109 dBm -97 dBm
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918 LTMAX protocols with varying Tp and 1=�p as 10, 20, and 40
919 sec. Under low and high traffic densities for both periodic
920 and Poisson, SEDA-Net shows at most 186 percent lifetime
921 increase (i.e., 13,615 seconds of SR-LT is improved to 38,952
922 seconds of SEDA-Net for Tp ¼ 10), which comes from
923 choosing the proper configuration adaptively for given
924 environment compared to non-adaptive solutions. Fig. 6c
925 shows the performance of the 20 percent-lifetime (i.e., the
926 time until 8th node dies) in GRIDunder Tp ¼ 15. We observe
927 that in almost all cases, LTMAX exhibits the longest lifetime
928 than OF0, because, by balancing traffic loads just in non-
929 adaptive solutions, LTMAX helps a lot with increasing the
930 lifetime as well as balancing energy consumption among
931 nodes. SEDA-Net achieves not only longer lifetime but also
932 well-balanced energy consumption by solving D-LTMAX.
933 On the other hand, other solutions (especially SR) have large
934 gaps between the time until the first and the eighth dead
935 node, thereby implying a large imbalance in the energy con-
936 sumption among the nodes. That is, the balanced energy
937 consumption by SEDA-Net leads to the improved lifetime
938 of the 20 percent nodes as well as the first node.

939Delay and PRR. Fig. 8 shows PRR and delay of all LTMAX
940protocols (SEDA denotes SEDA-Net) with periodic high
941and low traffic intensities (i.e., Tp ¼ 10 and 20) in RANDOM,
942where bars represent PRR and lines denote delay. While the
943averaged delay decreases with SEDA-Net, the reliability
944measured in PRR becomes improved up to 99.348 percent.
945Those improvements are achieved by choosing the best con-
946figuration among both long- and short-range links while
947avoiding severe contentions and interferences.
948Complexity and Scalability. Fig. 9 shows the time until the
949routing converges after initialization of all protocols with
950LTMAX in both GRID and RANDOM. To measure the practi-
951cal convergence time, our measurement excludes trivial
952oscillations, which have little impact on the performance
953(e.g., only few nodes, located at leaves in the tree, keep
954switching paths due to minor differences). Due to the large
955searching space compared to SR configurations, SEDA-Net
956takes more time to converge (i.e., 1086 and 941 seconds,
957respectively). However, as we show that by running
958SEDA-Net, the network lifetime can be improved at most
959186 percent compared to other non-adaptive configura-
960tions. Furthermore, since our protocol can deliver gener-
961ated packets along slightly less efficient paths during the
962self-configuring duration, the convergence duration also
963can be regarded as the network running time. Thus, under
964stationary environments, we believe it is worth running
965SEDA-Net for less than 1 hour to build more energy-effi-
966cient networks and scalable for different size of topologies,
967evidenced by 36 and 50 nodes in the topologies with the
968similar convergence time.
969Adaptive Self-Configuration. Fig. 10 depicts how SEDA-Net
970adaptively produces the self-configuring network configu-
971rations depending on given environments. In Fig. 10, (a)
972shows normal environment in which we perform the

Fig. 8. PRR and Delay evaluation in Periodic with RANDOM.

Fig. 6. Simulation-based lifetime evaluation of SEDA-Net. The black error bars denote the standard deviation over 10 random seeds.

Fig. 7. Simulation topologies: GRID and RANDOM.

Fig. 9. Convergence time in GRID and RANDOM.
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973 simulations and (b) is the case of severe Wi-Fi interferences
974 by increasing the background noise at 2.4 GHz frequency.
975 We observe that SEDA-Net leverages more long-range radio
976 links than short-range radio ones, and SR configuration is
977 used only when the nodes’ distance is close enough to over-
978 come the external interference. (c) Low-power LR and (d)
979 High-power LR correspond to low and high transmission
980 powers and RX sensitivities of the long-range radio with 3
981 dBm differences. As shown in Figs. 10c and 10d, depending
982 on the different RF characteristics, SEDA-Net properly
983 chooses the network configurations composed of the differ-
984 ent amount of long-range radio links.
985 Load Balancing. Fig. 11 shows the load balancing perfor-
986 mance measured by the maximum number of descendants

987and the maximum degree (except the base station) in RAN-

988DOM. While all protocols with OF0 have a larger maximum
989number of descendants, choosing LTMAX can significantly
990reduce both the number of descendants and the degree. We
991note that SEDA-Net achieves the minimum size of descend-
992ants and degree.
993Impact of b and k. Fig. 12 shows the impact of parameters
994b of loc load and k of long-range radio weight wvuðLÞ and
995~wvuðLÞ to the lifetime in SEDA-Routing under both low and
996high periodic traffics (e.g., Tp ¼ 60 and 5, respectively).
997Fig. 12a shows the normalized lifetime of SEDA-Net vary-
998ing b given weight k ¼ 2. Because for low traffic the amount
999of contentions and interferences are negligible, the smaller b
1000is chosen, the longer the lifetime is shown. It is obvious that
1001for high traffic b ¼ 0 which does not consider contentions
1002shows the worst performance, so that choosing b ¼ 1 can be
1003a proper choice. Similarly, the normalized lifetime for vary-
1004ing weight parameter k given b ¼ 1 is shown in Fig. 12b.

Fig. 10. Self configuration under different cases (e.g., external interfer-
ences, different TX powers of LR). Different colors denote different con-
figurations (SR, LR, and WR, respectively), while short or long-range
radio is represented by dotted or solid lines, respectively.

Fig. 11. The maximum number of descendants and degree in routing
topology: RANDOM.

Fig. 12. Microbenchmark for parameter selection.

Fig. 13. Sensor map and routing topologies in our testbed.
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1005 Since the small weight forces SEDA-Routing to prefer the
1006 long-range radio compared to the large weight (e.g., short-
1007 and long-range radios have the same weight if k ¼ 1), under
1008 low traffic choosing the small weight (e.g., 1 or 2) shows bet-
1009 ter performance due to negligible contentions of long-range
1010 radios. However under high traffic the number of long-
1011 range links should be restricted, so that choosing the larger
1012 weight (k ¼ 3 in our case) shows the longer lifetime.

1013 5.3 Results: Real Experiment

1014 Static Case. To evaluate all eight protocols under both high
1015 and low traffic patterns, we set 1

�p
¼ 15 and Tp ¼ 60 for

1016 event-driven and periodic monitoring applications,
1017 denoted by High Poisson and Low Periodic in Fig. 14,
1018 respectively. For each protocol and traffic model, we run
1019 our testbed more than 10 hours with 5 repetitions, where
1020 all experiments have been performed during 10 pm to 8
1021 am to minimize external factors such as the effect of
1022 human and Wi-Fi activities. Fig. 13 shows two snapshots
1023 of routing topologies made by SR-0 and SEDA-Net, clearly
1024 exhibiting how SEDA-Net helps in generating well-bal-
1025 anced routing topology using self-configuration. Fig. 14
1026 shows the virtual lifetime (i.e., until its predefined initial
1027 energy is depleted) and reliability (i.e., PRR) under both
1028 traffic conditions. We observe that under both High Pois-
1029 son and Low Periodic, SEDA-Net outperforms all other
1030 protocols, where the lifetime increases by up to 59 percent
1031 (4.4 hours of LR-0 is increased to 7 hours of ours) and 113
1032 percent (6.51 hours of WR-0 is improved to 13.84 hours of
1033 ours), respectively. Under Low Periodic, SEDA-Net shows
1034 slightly longer lifetime than LR-LTMAX. This is because
1035 densely deployed Wi-Fi APs in our office building incurs
1036 poor link qualities of SR. Thus, the advantage of utilizing
1037 SR is limited under low traffic, which is evidenced by the
1038 result that the performances of both SR and WR are signifi-
1039 cantly lower than the others. PRR of all protocols are
1040 shown in Fig. 14 as black lines. While SR and WR protocols
1041 show poor performance due to the interference of Wi-Fi
1042 especially for nodes in non Line-of-Sight, SEDA-Net can
1043 achieve highly reliable data delivery up to 98 percent by
1044 adaptively configuring to the given environment.
1045 Dynamic Case. In contrast to the static case, we also run
1046 our testbed in the daytime with human and Wi-Fi activities.

1047Fig. 15a presents our office room with 20 nodes’ deployment.
1048To perform an experiment in the office room, we configure the
1049short-range and long-range radios’ transmission power with
1050-3 dBm and -6 dBm, respectively; thus, a multi-hop network is
1051built by SEDA-Routing. In this evaluation, we consider a
1052bursty traffic application where data packets are generated 10
1053packets per second for each nodewith a random interval rang-
1054ing over 10 - 60 seconds. Fig. 15b demonstrates the virtual life-
1055time and average end-to-end delay (i.e., the delay from data
1056generation to data arrival at the base station, averaged over all
1057nodes). In the dynamic case, due to severe Wi-Fi interference,
1058SEDA-Net configures the network mainly by the long-range
1059radio, which is evidenced by the longer lifetime of LR-LT com-
1060pared to others.More precisely, SEDA-Net achieves 0.89 hours
1061of the virtual lifetime while SR-LT, LR-LT, and WR-LT have
10620.57, 0.765, and 0.61 hours, respectively. In terms of the end-to-
1063end delay, under bursty traffic, the low data rate of the long-
1064range radio incurs high delay of 1.51 seconds for LR-LT. By
1065leveraging the short- and long-range radios properly for the
1066given environment, SEDA-Netminimizes the average delay of
10671.34 seconds on average, where the protocols, based on the
1068short-range radio, demonstrate shorter delay, but high varian-
1069ces due to external interference.

10706 CONCLUSION

1071We proposed a self-configuring protocol with dual-radio sen-
1072sors, called SEDA-Net. SEDA-Net is designed to tackle the
1073energy efficiency problem for Low-power and Lossy Net-
1074works (LLNs) with a cross-layer approach. SEDA-Net is com-
1075posed of SEDA-MAC, SEDA-Routing, and Cross-Opt which
1076adaptively determine the best configuration in a joint of MAC
1077and network layers. By leveraging the characteristics of dual
1078radios, SEDA-Net finds the optimized configuration which
1079approximates the NP-Complete problem of the network life-
1080time maximization. We validated the performance of SEDA-
1081Net using extensive simulations and real testbed experiments,
1082demonstrating the lifetime improvement of up to 113 percent.
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